Introduction
============

The majority of North American adults\' waking time is spent being sedentary [@b1],[@b2]. Sedentary behaviour (SB) refers to an energy expenditure ≤1.5 metabolic equivalents while in a sitting or reclining posture during waking hours and not simply the absence of physical activity (PA) [@b3]. Research consistently identifies SBs as independent risk factors for weight gain, as well as related chronic diseases including heart disease, diabetes and cancer [@b4],[@b5]. Greater amounts of sedentary time are also associated with a 49% increased risk for premature mortality [@b5]. Importantly, a gradient effect exists whereby the risks for morbidity and mortality are higher in those engaging in greater amounts of SB with these risks being independent of regular moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA) [@b3],[@b4],[@b6]--[@b11].

While evidence has established the efficacy of various PA interventions for increasing MVPA [@b12],[@b13], it is unknown if these interventions can also produce clinically meaningful reductions in sedentary time or whether more targeted interventions are warranted. It is also possible that the opposite might occur, whereby individuals who increase their PA levels might become more sedentary throughout the rest of the day feeling satisfied that they have attained the minimal PA levels required to meet PA guidelines. Further, the impact of interventions that specifically target SBs are likely unclear.

In light of the fact that adults spend a large proportion of their days being sedentary [@b1] and that SBs are associated with increased risk for disease and premature mortality independent of PA [@b4],[@b5], it is important to design interventions that are efficacious in producing significant and clinically meaningful reductions in SBs. Although several reviews exist having examined the efficacy of PA interventions for increasing PA levels [@b12]--[@b15], it remains unknown as to whether these interventions also have the capacity to reduce time spent being sedentary. Two previous reviews targeting SBs and workplace specific sitting identified a lack of controlled interventions, and were unable to make strong conclusions regarding their impact on total sedentary time [@b16],[@b17]. While interventions targeting SBs have begun to emerge, there have been no attempts to identify whether they are in fact more efficacious at reducing SBs than PA interventions or than PA interventions that include a component targeting SBs. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to systematically review and compare the effectiveness of interventions with a focus on PA and/or SBs (PA only vs. PA + SB vs. SB only) for reducing sedentary time in adults.

Methods
=======

Study inclusion criteria
------------------------

The review sought to identify all studies that examined the effects of an intervention that targeted PA and/or SB (including broader lifestyle or weight loss interventions), and that reported a SB-related outcome (e.g. sedentary time, sitting time, television \[TV\] time). Only adult populations were included (mean age ≥18 years). Both self-reported and objectively measured SB outcomes were included. A minimum follow-up time of 1 d was required so as to exclude studies that looked at one-time immediate effects of an exposure (e.g. studies that validated accelerometers). All study designs were eligible (e.g. pre-post, quasi-experimental, randomized controlled trial \[RCT\], etc.) in the original search strategy as it was uncertain how many relevant studies would be identified. Because of the large number of papers identified in the initial search, only higher-quality study designs with a control group were included in this review. Both published (peer-reviewed) and unpublished literatures were examined.

There were no restrictions placed on the sex or characteristics of the participants beyond their age (≥18 years). Although no language restrictions were imposed in the search, only papers published in English or French were included. Abstracts were used if they provided sufficient details to meet the inclusion criteria. The review methodology was prospectively registered in PROSPERO (Registration number: CRD42014006535).

Search strategy
---------------

The following electronic bibliographic databases were searched using a comprehensive search strategy to identify relevant studies reporting on SB outcomes of PA and/or SB interventions in adult populations: Ovid Medline(R) In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citation and Ovid Medline(R) (1946 to October Week 5 2013); Embase Classic + Embase (1947--2013 October 31); EBM Reviews -- Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials 〈October 2013〉; PsycINFO (1806 to October Week 5 2013); SPORTDiscus (1830 to November 2013); and Dissertations and Theses (1861 to November 2013). The search strategy was developed with the assistance of a research librarian and was carried out by SAP. The strategy is illustrated using the Medline search as an example (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and was modified according to the indexing systems of the other databases. The OVID interface was used to search Medline, Embase, EBM Reviews and PsycINFO; Ebscohost was used to search SPORTDiscus; and ProQuest for Dissertations and Theses. Grey literature (non--peer-reviewed works) included dissertations, conference abstracts and unpublished data and manuscripts (provided by original authors). If a paper employed a measure that could capture SBs (e.g. International Physical Activity Questionnaire \[IPAQ\], accelerometers, etc), but did not report SBs in the paper, the authors were contacted to ascertain whether SB-related outcomes could be provided as 'unpublished data'. Knowledgeable researchers in the field affiliated with the Sedentary Behaviour Research Network (<http://www.sedentarybehaviour.org>) were also solicited for studies of interest. The bibliographies of key studies selected for the review and related systematic reviews were examined to identify further studies.

###### 

Medline search strategy

                                                                                          References obtained
  ---- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
   1   Sedentary lifestyle/                                                               2,251
   2   (sedentary adj \[lifestyle\* or life-style\* or behavior?r\* or time\]).tw.        4,238
   3   (\[sitting or lying\] adj2 time).tw.                                               678
   4   Screen time.tw.                                                                    527
   5   Television/                                                                        11,487
   6   Computers/                                                                         48,914
   7   Video games/                                                                       2,081
   8   (\[television or TV\] adj viewing).tw                                              1,385
   9   (\[watch\* or view\*\] adj \[television or TV\]).tw.                               1,594
  10   (\[computer or internet\] adj \[time or 'use' or usage\]).tw.                      2,636
  11   (\[computer or video\] adj game\*).tw.                                             2,168
  12   (\[screen or screen-based\] adj \[entertainment or behavior?r\* or 'use\'\]).tw.   48
  13   Automobile driving/                                                                13,761
  14   Low energy expenditure\*.tw.                                                       109
  15   Physical\* inactive\*.tw.                                                          4,756
  16   Or/1--15                                                                           89,494
  17   Motor activity/                                                                    78,952
  18   Exp exercise/                                                                      114,811
  19   Exp exercise therapy/                                                              30,184
  20   Exp sports/                                                                        113,459
  21   Dancing/                                                                           1,843
  22   Physical exertion/                                                                 54,932
  23   Physical fitness/                                                                  22,421
  24   Exp 'physical education and training\'/                                            13,706
  25   Walk\*.tw.                                                                         72,021
  26   Aerobics.tw.                                                                       439
  27   (physical\* adj \[active\* or fit\* or train\*\]).tw.                              69,881
  28   Or/17--27                                                                          397,336
  29   Intervention studies/                                                              6,802
  30   Intervention\*.tw.                                                                 558,188
  31   Exp health promotion/                                                              55,103
  32   Health education/                                                                  52,853
  33   (promot\* or educat\* or program\*).tw.                                            1,449,471
  34   Monitoring, ambulatory/                                                            5,555
  35   Pedometer\*.tw.                                                                    1,506
  36   Accelerometer\*.tw.                                                                5,445
  37   Step count\*.tw.                                                                   639
  38   Steps per day.tw.                                                                  418
  39   'steps/d'.tw.                                                                      396
  40   Or/29--39                                                                          1,935,326
  41   28 and 40                                                                          81,616
  42   (\[lifestyle or life-style\] adj \[intervention\* or modification\*\]).tw.         6,849
  43   (exercise adj \[promotion or program\* or intervention\*\]).tw.                    9,412
  44   Or/42--43                                                                          16,043
  45   41 or 44                                                                           87,913
  46   16 and 45                                                                          5,482
  47   Child/ not exp adult/                                                              814,239
  48   46 not 47                                                                          4,395

Papers were imported into EndNote (Thompson Reuters, San Francisco, CA, USA) and duplicates removed using the 'duplicate' function. Remaining duplicates were removed manually. Two independent reviewers (SAP and KG) screened the titles and abstracts of all studies to identify potentially relevant papers. The full texts of all studies that met the inclusion criteria were then obtained and reviewed independently by SAP and KG or TJS. When disagreements between reviewers occurred, consensus was achieved through discussion and/or with a third reviewer.

Data extraction and analysis
----------------------------

Standardized data abstraction forms in Microsoft Excel were completed by SAP and verified by TJS. Information was extracted on the participant characteristics (age, sex distribution, population), sample size analysed, study design (pre-post, controlled trial, RCT), intervention focus (i.e. PA only vs. PA + SB vs. SB only), intervention description, methods of SB measurement (self-report and direct measures employed, units of measurement, follow-up length) and SB results (pre-post, mean differences). Reviewers were not blinded to the authors or journals when extracting data. The primary outcome measure was the mean difference or changes in SBs (e.g. sedentary time, sitting time, TV time) in min/d following exposure to an intervention. All data from studies with available mean differences were extrapolated to represent mean min/d where possible (e.g. 5 h/d = 300 min/d).

Unpublished SB data were acquired through email contact with authors of papers that mentioned a measure that could capture SBs (e.g. IPAQ, accelerometers, etc), but did not report on the SBs in the article. When willing, authors provided unpublished SB outcomes in the form of mean differences (pre-post) and a measure of variance for each intervention group, as well as any missing study design information. All available unpublished data were used in the meta-analysis and a sensitivity analysis was completed to ascertain whether differences existed between unpublished and published estimates.

Originally all study designs were included as it was uncertain as to how many studies would have included SBs as an outcome, especially among interventions where this was not the main outcome. However, following data extraction, it became clear that there was adequate evidence to only include higher-quality studies with a control arm (quasi-experimental or RCTs). A sufficient number of studies per intervention type (PA only vs. PA + SB vs. SB only) provided mean differences in sedentary time with comparable units (min/d or could be converted to min/d) to permit a meta-analysis or pooling of the data across studies within the intervention groups. Because not all studies could be included in the meta-analyses (data not obtained, units not comparable), we also performed a qualitative synthesis of the evidence for all studies with a control arm.

Forest plots and the meta-analyses were created using Review Manager (RevMan) 5.2 (The Cochrane Collaboration, 2012, The Nordic Cochrane Centre, Copenhagen, Denmark) to compare the mean differences and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) in sedentary time (min/d) between intervention and control groups. Studies that reported units that could not be converted to min/d or that did not provide the results were not included in the meta-analyses. A few studies [@b18]--[@b21] included multiple arms with multiple intervention types (e.g. PA arm, SB arm and control arm or two PA or SB interventions vs. control), in this case, the applicable 'arms' were included in the appropriate meta-analysis and the control group was split to include half in each meta-analysis as per the Cochrane handbook [@b22]. A random-effects meta-analysis was used to provide an overall summary measure of effect (mean difference) and 95% CIs for each intervention type (PA only vs. PA + SB vs. SB only). Standardized mean differences (SMDs) were employed due to the variability in the measurement methods for assessing sedentary time across studies (e.g. different objective and self-report measures). This allowed the results of the studies to be standardized on a uniform scale and represents the general effect size of the intervention [@b22],[@b23]. SMDs were calculated as: SMD = differences in mean outcome between groups/standard deviation of outcome among all participants. *A priori* determined subgroup analyses were carried out to test differences for RCTs vs. quasi-experimental studies, lengths of follow-up, self-reported vs. directly measured sedentary time, SB domains (e.g. all-domain sedentary time vs. sitting time vs. TV time) and intention-to-treat (ITT) vs. completer analyses.

Risk of bias and quality of the evidence
----------------------------------------

The quality of individual studies was assessed using the Downs and Black checklist [@b24] and risk of bias assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration\'s tool for assessing risk of bias in randomized trials [@b25]. The Downs and Black instrument was employed in this review to assess study quality including reporting, external validity and internal validity (bias). The checklist consists of 27 items and was modified to include 1 point for power if the study was powered to detect a difference in sedentary time with a maximum possible count of 27 points (higher scores indicate superior quality). High vs. low quality was assessed using a median split of the scores. The quality of individual studies was rated by SAP and verified by TJS. The risk of bias assessment was carried out by two independent assessors (SAP and TJS), if disagreements between assessors occurred, consensus was achieved through discussion.

The quality of the evidence within each intervention focus (PA only vs. PA + SB vs. SB only) was assessed as high, moderate, low or very low using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach [@b26]. Within this approach, RCTs begin as high-quality evidence and non-randomized studies begin as low-quality evidence. In addition to study design, the quality of evidence is rated based on possible risk of bias, imprecision, heterogeneity, indirectness or suspicion of publication biased. The final rating of the quality of the evidence is primarily derived from the GRADE of the RCT studies. Risk of bias was assessed using RevMan 5.2 and GRADE was assessed using GRADEpro Version 3.6 (GRADE Working Group).

Results
=======

Description of studies
----------------------

The preliminary search of the electronic databases identified 13,843 potentially relevant papers (see Fig. [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Of these, 4,456 were identified in MEDLINE, 7,085 in EMBASE, 1,518 in PsycINFO, 373 in Cochrane Central, 312 in SPORTDiscus, and 99 in Dissertations and Theses. Contact with authors of protocols, key informants and bibliographies identified a further 29 papers. After de-duplication, 9,107 relevant papers remained. A preliminary title and abstract review resulted in the retrieval of 1,126 full text papers for a detailed assessment. Of these, 63 unique studies met the criteria for study inclusion, including the added inclusion criteria of a control arm, and were used in the qualitative analysis. Thirty-three of these studies included data on mean differences of sedentary time and were included in the meta-analyses including 20 PA studies, 7 PA + SB studies and 6 SB-only studies. Individual study characteristics can be seen in Supporting Information Tables S1--S3. Common reasons for excluding studies included: animal study (*n* = 1), populations with mean ages \<18 years (*n* = 25), no measure of SBs (*n* = 703), the absence of a PA and/or SB intervention (*n* = 44), results unavailable upon request (*n* = 46), cross-sectional study design (*n* = 2), paper not available in English or French (*n* = 16), conference abstracts with no mention of SB outcomes (*n* = 121), study protocol (*n* = 13), unable to locate dissertation (*n* = 2), and unable to contact author (*n* = 40).

![Flow diagram for literature search. PA, physical activity; SB, sedentary behaviour.](obr0015-0905-f1){#fig01}

Data abstraction identified three papers and one dissertation that analysed and reported duplicate data in multiple papers [@b27]--[@b30]. Authors of these suspected duplications were contacted, and in cases where several publications were reported the same analyses from the same data source, only one study per data source/analysis was retained in order to avoid double counting. Studies were retained based on most recent data. Studies included were published over a 10-year period from 2004 to 2014. The included studies were conducted in 18 countries with the majority coming from the United States, Australia and the United Kingdom. A total of nine studies were conducted using non-RCT designs, while the remaining and majority used a RCT design. All studies were written in English.

In total, data from 25,446 participants were included. The sample sizes of the studies ranged from a low of 17 [@b31] to a high of 12,287 [@b32] participants. Participants in the studies ranged from 18 to 94 years of age. The population characteristics varied widely especially among the PA and PA + SB studies. The SB-only studies had more homogeneity in terms of study population, and focused mostly on office employees. It is important to note that several studies reported on both a self-report (e.g. questionnaire) and objective measure (e.g. accelerometer) of sedentary time as an outcome, in such cases, the objective results were used when assessing overall trends in change of sedentary time.

Individual study quality and risk of bias assessment
----------------------------------------------------

Quality for all included studies (*n* = 63), including those used only in the qualitative synthesis, can be found in Supporting Information Tables S1--S3. The range of items met on the modified Downs and Black tool was 4 [@b33] to 22/27 [@b34] with a mean of 17.4 ± 3.1. Results of the quality assessment indicated that 44% (28/63) of the studies were of lower quality (based on a median split score of \<18/27). All studies were given maximum points for describing the hypotheses/objectives and main outcomes. Most studies obtained a higher score on items in the reporting section (maximum score of 10) with a mean of 7.8 ± 1.3. The majority of studies did not report on blinding of participants or those measuring outcomes with an average internal validity score of 8.3 ± 1.8 (maximum of 13).

A summary of the risk of bias assessment can be seen in Fig. [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. The largest risk of biases came from selection bias (mainly issues with allocation concealment), performance bias (lack of blinding of participants and personnel delivering intervention) and detection bias (minimal blinding of those assessing outcomes).

![Risk of bias for studies included in meta-analyses (*n* = 33).](obr0015-0905-f2){#fig02}

Data synthesis
--------------

### PA intervention studies

Three non-randomized controlled studies [@b18],[@b35],[@b36] and 40 RCTs [@b19],[@b20],[@b29]--[@b32],[@b34],[@b37]--[@b69] examined changes in SBs following a PA intervention. Twenty-seven studies were solely focused on PA interventions (B.M. Winzer *et al*., unpublished) [@b18],[@b20],[@b29]--[@b32],[@b35],[@b39]--[@b41],[@b44],[@b47],[@b48],[@b50],[@b53]--[@b55],[@b57]--[@b60],[@b62]--[@b65],[@b69], 11 were combined diet and PA interventions [@b19],[@b34],[@b36],[@b37],[@b43],[@b45],[@b46],[@b51],[@b52],[@b61],[@b66], three were lifestyle interventions that included a PA component [@b38],[@b56],[@b67], one was a combined diet, PA and breast health intervention [@b49], and one was a PA intervention with a focus on work style for the prevention of neck and upper limb symptoms [@b42]. Fourteen studies reported that the intervention group had a significantly greater reduction in time spent being sedentary than the control group [@b34],[@b35],[@b41],[@b42],[@b44],[@b45],[@b47],[@b48],[@b52],[@b55],[@b59],[@b61],[@b64],[@b65], while 29 studies reported no significant difference between the intervention and control groups [@b18]--[@b20],[@b30]--[@b32],[@b36]--[@b40],[@b43],[@b46],[@b49]--[@b51],[@b53],[@b54],[@b56]--[@b58],[@b60],[@b62],[@b63],[@b66],[@b67],[@b69] (B.M. Winzer *et al*., unpublished) (Supporting Information Table S4).

A total of 20 papers reporting on 22 interventions provided mean differences in min/d and were included in the PA intervention meta-analysis. Results of the meta-analysis (Fig. [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) identified that overall, the PA interventions resulted in a significant, but small reduction in sedentary time (SMD = −0.22 \[95% CI: −0.35, −0.10\] ) equating to a mean difference of approximately 19 min/d less of sedentary time in the intervention groups. Significant heterogeneity was found among the RCT study results. Three studies [@b45],[@b59],[@b61] with positive and significant reductions in sedentary time represented the greatest deviations from the SMD and explained a large proportion of the heterogeneity of the results.

![Forest plot of standardized mean differences of sedentary time (min/d) from physical activity interventions. APE, activities-based education courses; CI, confidence interval; CPE, conceptually based courses; df, degrees of freedom; SD, standard deviation; SMD, standardized mean differences.](obr0015-0905-f3){#fig03}

Results of sensitivity analyses identified no significant subgroup differences between studies for: high- vs. low-quality studies; PA focus vs. PA component; length of intervention (≤4 vs. 5--24 vs. 25 weeks); lengths of study follow-up; mode of intervention delivery; intensity of intervention, self-reported vs. objectively measured SBs, domains of SBs (e.g. all-domain sedentary time vs. sitting time vs. TV time), published vs. unpublished results, or ITT analysis vs. completer analysis. Looking within the specific SB domains, there was an overall significant effect of the interventions on sitting time and all-domain sedentary time, but not TV time (*n* = 3).

Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the evidence for the data used in the meta-analysis including the GRADE of the evidence. The available evidence suggests that interventions that either focus on or include a PA component (and no SB component) may result in minimal reductions of daily sedentary time. The quality of the evidence from the RCT studies is considered moderate. The RCTs began with high-quality evidence and were rated down because of issues with selection bias, allocation bias and significant heterogeneity of study results, and were rated up given the narrow confident limits around the estimate and the large amount of data. It is therefore suggested that the evidence supporting small reductions in sedentary time from PA interventions is of moderate quality and indicates that further research may have an impact on the estimate or the confidence in the estimate.

###### 

Summary of findings table for studies used in the meta-analyses

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Physical activity only vs. physical activity + sedentary behaviour vs. sedentary behaviour focused interventions for sedentary time (including sitting time and TV time)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------
  Patient or population: adults (≥18 years)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Intervention: Physical activity only vs. physical activity + sedentary behaviour components vs. sedentary behaviour focused interventions\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Comparator: control group or usual care\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Outcome: sedentary time as defined as total sedentary time, sitting time, or time spent watching TV in min/d                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  Outcomes                                                                                                                                                                   Illustrative comparative risks[\*](#tf2-1){ref-type="table-fn"} (95% CI)                                                                                                        Number of participants (studies)   Quality of the evidence (GRADE)                                                                                                                  SMD

  Corresponding risk                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Physical activity only vs. physical activity + sedentary behaviour components vs. sedentary behaviour focused interventions                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  SB-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- controlled trials follow-up: 4--24 weeks                                                                                      The mean SB-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- controlled trials in the intervention groups was: 1.27 standard deviations lower (1.8--0.73 lower)                        140\                               ⊕⊝⊝⊝\                                                                                                                                            SMD −1.27 (−1.8 to −0.73)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (4 studies)                        very low[†](#tf2-2){ref-type="table-fn"}[‡](#tf2-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                         

  SB-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- randomized controlled trials follow-up: 3--12 weeks                                                                           The mean SB-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- randomized controlled trials in the intervention groups was: 1.31 standard deviations lower (2.16--0.45 lower)            76\                                ⊕⊕⊕⊝\                                                                                                                                            SMD −1.31 (−2.16 to −0.45)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (2 studies)                        moderate[§](#tf2-4){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                         

  SB + PA studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- controlled trials follow-up: 4--8 weeks                                                                                       The mean SB + PA studies -sedentary time (min/d) -- controlled trials in the intervention groups was: 0.81 standard deviations lower (1.31 to 0.31 lower)                       76\                                ⊕⊝⊝⊝\                                                                                                                                            SMD −0.81 (−1.31 to −0.31)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (2 studies)                        very low[†](#tf2-2){ref-type="table-fn"}[§](#tf2-4){ref-type="table-fn"}[¶](#tf2-5){ref-type="table-fn"}                                         

  SB + PA studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- randomized controlled trials follow-up: 4--72 weeks                                                                           The mean SB + PA studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- randomized controlled trials in the intervention groups was: 0.25 standard deviations lower (0.59 lower to 0.08 higher)   620\                               ⊕⊕⊕⊝\                                                                                                                                            SMD −0.25 (−0.59 to 0.08)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (5 studies)                        moderate[††](#tf2-6){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                        

  PA-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- controlled trials follow-up: 8--52 weeks                                                                                      The mean PA-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- controlled trials in the intervention groups was: 0.28 standard deviations lower (0.41--0.15 lower)                       926\                               ⊕⊝⊝⊝\                                                                                                                                            SMD −0.28 (−0.41 to −0.15)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (2 studies)                        very low[†](#tf2-2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                         

  PA-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- randomized controlled trials follow-up: 6--108 weeks                                                                          The mean PA-only studies -- sedentary time (min/d) -- randomized controlled trials in the intervention groups was: 0.22 standard deviations lower (0.35--0.10 lower)            3,124\                             ⊕⊕⊕⊝\                                                                                                                                            SMD −0.22 (−0.35 to −0.10)
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (20 studies)                       moderate[‡‡](#tf2-7){ref-type="table-fn"}[§§](#tf2-8){ref-type="table-fn"}[¶¶](#tf2-9){ref-type="table-fn"}[†††](#tf2-10){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The basis for the assumed risk (e.g. the median control group risk across studies) is provided in footnotes. The corresponding risk (and its 95% CI) is based on the assumed risk in the comparison group and the relative effect of the intervention (and its 95% CI).

Because of the nature of the quasi-experimental designs risk of bias is unavoidable.

Losses to follow-up were minimal.

Small sample size.

Populations and interventions different.

Significant heterogeneity between study results.

Most did not blind participants or personnel.

Most studies did not mention allocation concealment strategies.

Significant moderate level of heterogeneity within results.

Studies were skewed towards those with positive results.

CI, confidence interval; GRADE, Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation; PA, physical activity; SB, sedentary behaviour; SMD, standardized mean difference.

GRADE Working Group grades of evidence.

High quality, further research is very unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate of effect; moderate quality, further research is likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the estimate; low quality, further research is very likely to have an important impact on our confidence in the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate; very low quality, we are very uncertain about the estimate.

Intervention studies targeting both PA and SB
---------------------------------------------

Two non-randomized controlled studies [@b70],[@b71] and 12 RCTs [@b33],[@b38],[@b55],[@b72]--[@b80] examined changes in SBs following a combined PA + SB intervention. Six studies included a focus on SB + PA [@b28],[@b70],[@b71],[@b73],[@b74],[@b77], six were combined diet and SB + PA interventions [@b72],[@b75],[@b78]--[@b80], and one was a lifestyle intervention that included both a PA and SB component [@b33]. Seven studies reported that the intervention group had a significantly greater reduction in time spent being sedentary than the control group [@b33],[@b55],[@b70],[@b73],[@b74],[@b76],[@b77], while seven studies reported no significant difference between the intervention and control groups [@b28],[@b71],[@b72],[@b75],[@b78]--[@b80] (Supporting Information Table S5).

Results of the meta-analysis (Fig. [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) identified that on average, the SB + PA interventions resulted in a significant, but small reduction in sedentary time (SMD = −0.37 \[95% CI: −0.69, −0.05\] ) equating to a mean difference of approximately 35 min/d less of sedentary time in the intervention groups compared with the controls. Subgroup tests identified that the interventions tested using quasi-experimental study designs had greater reductions in sedentary time than the RCT studies (*I*^2^ = 59.9%, *P* = 0.11). Examination of the forest plot revealed one RCT [@b79] with a SMD on the right side of the plot, although not significant, it indicated a trend of lower sedentary time within the control group. Removal of this study from the meta-analysis would result in both the heterogeneity among the RCT studies and the differences with the control studies to no longer be significant (*I*^2^ = 0%, *P* = 0.35).

![Forest plot of standardized mean differences of sedentary time (min/d) from combined physical activity and sedentary behaviour interventions. CI, confidence interval; df, degrees of freedom; SD, standard deviation; SMD, standardized mean differences.](obr0015-0905-f4){#fig04}

Results of the subgroup analysis identified differences between published [@b70],[@b73] and unpublished data (M.M. Adams, unpublished data; C. Dewa, unpublished data; E.G. Eakin, unpublished data; J. van Berkel, unpublished data). SMDs were significantly greater in the published data than among the unpublished data (*I*^2^ = 87.3%, *P* = 0.005) and examination of a funnel plot identified a non-symmetrical distribution of results based on publication status. Subgroup differences (*I*^2^ = 87.3%, *P* = 0.005) were also observed for completer vs. ITT analyses with all of the completer results coming from unpublished data. No significant subgroup differences were identified between studies for high vs. low quality, length of intervention (≤4 vs. 5--24 vs. 25 weeks), lengths of study follow-up, self-reported vs. objectively measured SBs, domains of SBs (e.g. all-domain sedentary time vs. sitting time), or ITT analysis vs. completer analysis. Looking within the specific SB domains, there was an overall significant effect of the interventions on sitting time, but not all domain sedentary time. Qualitatively, all of the studies that reported on TV time showed significant positive effects of the intervention.

The available evidence (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) suggests that interventions that either jointly focus on or include PA and SB components (PA + SB) may result in modest reductions of daily sedentary time. The quality of the evidence from the RCT studies is moderate, largely because of issues with heterogeneity of study results (*I*^2^ = 69.6%, *P* = 0.07) and small number of RCTS (*n* = 5). These findings suggest that further research is likely to have an impact on the estimate and/or the confidence in the estimate.

SB intervention studies
-----------------------

Three non-randomized controlled studies [@b81]--[@b83] and five RCTs [@b21],[@b55],[@b84]--[@b86] examined changes in SBs following a SB-focused intervention. Six studies [@b21],[@b55],[@b81]--[@b84],[@b86] reported that the intervention group had a significantly greater reduction in time spent being sedentary than the control group, while only one study [@b85] reported no significant difference between the intervention and control groups (Supporting Information Table S6).

Results of the meta-analysis (Fig. [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) identified that overall, the SB interventions attributed to a significant and large reduction in sedentary time (SMD = −1.28 \[95% CI: −1.68, −0.87\] ) equating to a mean difference of approximately 91 min/d of sedentary time fewer in the intervention groups compared with the controls.

![Forest plot of standardized mean differences of sedentary time (min/d) from sedentary behaviour focused interventions. CI, confidence interval; df, degrees of freedom; SD, standard deviation; SMD, standardized mean differences.](obr0015-0905-f5){#fig05}

Results of the sensitivity analysis identified subgroup differences between the unpublished (G.N. Healy, unpublished data) and published data [@b21],[@b81],[@b83],[@b84],[@b86]. SMDs were significantly greater in the published data than the unpublished data (*I*^2^ = 83.3%, *P* = 0.01); however, only one study provided unpublished data and further studies would be needed to support a possible publication bias. As a result, the unpublished data were retained in the meta-analysis. No significant subgroup differences were observed among studies for high- vs. low-quality, length of intervention (≤4 vs. 5--24 vs. 25 weeks), self-reported vs. objectively measured SBs, across domains of SBs (e.g. all-domain sedentary time vs. sitting time), or ITT vs. completer analyses. Almost all of the studies reported on sitting time at work as an outcome and showed consistent significant effects of the intervention. One study reported results for sedentary time and one for TV time with having shown significant intervention effects.

The available evidence (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) suggests that interventions that focus on SBs may result in large and clinically meaningful reductions in daily sedentary time. The quality of the evidence from the RCT studies is moderate, largely because of issues with imprecision of study results (*n* = 2 studies). This suggests that further research has the capacity to impact on the estimate and/or the confidence in the estimate.

Discussion
==========

This systematic review examined and compared the efficacy of PA, combined PA + SB and SB-focused interventions to reduce time spent being sedentary among adult populations using all known and available published and unpublished data. Moderate quality evidence from the RCT meta-analysis coupled with the qualitative synthesis of data provides consistent evidence that large and clinically meaningful reductions in sedentary time can be expected from interventions with a focus on reducing SBs. Interventions with either a focus on PA or those including both a PA and SB component were lower in quality, produced less consistent findings, and generally resulted in smaller and more modest reductions in sedentary time.

With American adults spending the majority of their waking hours in sedentary pursuits [@b1] and the detrimental health risks associated with these behaviours, the design and application of interventions to reduce sedentary time has become increasingly important. The findings of this systematic review therefore have significant implications for the design of these interventions. Evidence from this review supports the need for interventions to place a significant focus on changing SB habits in order to elicit a clinically meaningful reduction in sedentary time.

Interestingly, the SMDs in sedentary time observed in the PA and SB + PA interventions (SMDs: −0.22 \[95% CI: −0.35, −0.10\] and −0.37 \[95% CI: −0.69, −0.05\], respectively) were similar to those reported in a systematic review looking at differences in PA following a PA intervention (SMD of 0.28 \[95% CI 0.15--0.41\] ) [@b12]. This suggests that individuals essentially reallocate time from SBs to MVPA. This assumption was supported by work from Raynor and colleagues who performed a randomized trial to compare an intervention designed to increase PA with an intervention designed to increase PA and decrease time spent watching TV [@b87]. Results of their trial showed that while PA was increased and TV watching decreased, some of the TV watching time was actually reallocated to PA [@b87]. Kozey-Keadle and colleagues also recently reported on a four-armed RCT comparing cardio-metabolic changes between interventions focused on exercise (EX) vs. combined EX and reduced sedentary time (EX + rST) vs. reduced sedentary time (rST) [@b55]. The combined EX + rST group experienced increases in PA similar to their reductions in sedentary time. Only the rST group saw reductions in sedentary time that exceeded gains in PA [@b55].

Using data from the 2005--2006 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) and isotemporal substitution modelling, Buman *et al*. showed that for every 30 min of SBs that were reallocated to MVPA there was a 2--25% improvement in biomarkers of risk (e.g. waist circumference, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, triglycerides, insulin) [@b88]. Their study also identified that for every 30 min of SBs that were reallocated to light, PA there was a 2--4% improvement in biomarkers (e.g. triglycerides, insulin, β-cell function) [@b88]. This is important as it identifies that the reductions seen in the SB + PA interventions (∼30 min) are clinically meaningful regardless of whether the SBs are reallocated to light PA or MVPA.

The majority of the SMDs among the PA interventions showed no significant differences between the intervention and control groups. While there was variability among the populations and the actual PA interventions, it is worth noting that the only two PA interventions involving older adults (≥60 years) reported significant SMDs in sedentary time [@b45],[@b59]. Burke *et al*. reported a significant intervention effect with a mean difference of 57 min/d of self-reported sitting time [@b45], and Mutrie and colleagues reported that sedentary time in the intervention group was 67.5 min/d lower than the control group (*P* = 0.0001) [@b59]. Older adults are at great risk for sedentary lifestyles and are subsequently the most sedentary segment of the American population, spending more than 60% of their time being sedentary [@b1]. Given that PA interventions have shown to be quite efficacious for increasing PA levels of older adults [@b89], and that older adults exhibit the highest levels of SBs, it is feasible that PA interventions in this group may result in greater reductions in sedentary time. Unfortunately, only two studies were captured in this group, but the findings do support the need for future studies to understand if targeting PA in this group is sufficient to see meaningful reductions in sedentary time.

While reallocating to MVPA yields far greater 'per-minute' reductions in risk factors (30 min reallocated to MVPA = 2%--25% improvement in biomarkers of risk), meaningful reductions in risk can also be achieved by reallocating larger quantities of sedentary time to light PA (90 min reallocated to light PA = 6--12% improvement in biomarkers of risk) [@b88]. Results of the SB intervention meta-analysis identified a significant and large reduction in sedentary time equating to an average difference of approximately 91 fewer min/d of sedentary time in the intervention groups compared with the controls. Supported by Buman\'s work, this difference is clinically meaningful for the reduction of health risks associated with this behaviour [@b88]. Furthermore, Thorp *et al*. demonstrated that every 1-h increase in daily TV viewing is associated with increased waist circumference, body mass index, systolic blood pressure, and triglycerides in women and greater 2-h post-load glucose in men [@b90]. Furthermore, using objective accelerometer data from the 2003--2006 NHANES, Healy and colleagues suggest that reductions of 1--2 h of sedentary time could equate to substantial reductions in cardiovascular disease risk [@b91].

The SB interventions were fairly homogenous, all lasting between 3 and 12 weeks, and mostly targeting sedentary time or sitting time in office settings. All but one study reported primarily on immediate post-intervention changes in SBs. Interestingly, results from Pronk *et al*. identified that although immediate post-intervention results favoured a reduction in sitting time at work in the intervention arm, 2 weeks post-intervention (removal of sit--stand desks) both groups had actually significantly increased their sitting time [@b83]. This is an important finding as PA interventions have also shown to be efficacious for increasing PA in the short term, but long-term behaviour changes are more challenging to maintain [@b13],[@b92]. While daily minutes of sedentary time provides a tangible measure that is easily understood, it has been suggested that expressing sedentary time as a percentage of the day may provide a more meaningful representation of change in daily behaviour patterns and corrects for variability in wear times [@b93]. Further, where possible, it would be beneficial for studies to report on changes across entire 24-h periods to provide a better representation of changes in individuals\' behavioural patterns including sleep time. While Carr and colleagues showed a significant reduction in daily minutes of sedentary time among the intervention group, when results were expressed as a percentage of the day spent being sedentary, the differences were no longer significant [@b84]. Given that changes in daily percentage may be a more meaningful measure, and that Carr *et al*. identified that intervention effects differ based on whether they are presented as mean differences or percentage, future intervention research would benefit from reporting on both these outcomes.

The strengths of this review included a comprehensive search strategy developed with a research librarian, an *a priori*-established protocol with inclusion and exclusion criteria and analytic plans, the use of study quality and risk of bias in assessing confidence in the evidence, and an attempt to capture all possible unpublished data. This review included any intervention with a component or focus on PA and/or SBs, and both self-reported and objective measures of SBs in adults. While the inclusion criteria for the interventions was kept fairly broad in anticipation that not many PA or PA + SB interventions would have captured or reported on sedentary time (not likely the main outcome), this did lead to significant heterogeneity in the populations, intervention designs, and in the case of the PA interventions heterogeneity in the outcomes. The use of the random-effects model and the SMDs allowed us to adjust for several of these issues. *A priori*-established subgroup analyses also allowed us to identify whether any of these design differences may have influenced the results. No significant differences were observed between self-report vs. objectively measured sedentary time, by intervention focus (e.g. PA vs. PA + diet vs. lifestyle), by length of intervention, or by length of study follow-up.

Although no significant differences were observed between the self-reported and objectively measured sedentary time results, there are fundamental issues with the validity of the measurement methods themselves. Self-reported sedentary time has shown to have low to moderate correlation with accelerometer-derived sedentary time, with improved validity when specific domains of sedentary time are recalled (e.g. time spent watching TV, computer use, sitting at work) [@b93],[@b94]. The majority of objective measures involved accelerometers, which rely on the use of cut-points to determine sedentary movement, largely using vertical axis data. While accelerometers remove the issue of recall bias, they are unable to capture domain-specific sitting time and show only moderate ability to detect sitting time [@b95],[@b96]. Future research would benefit from the use of inclinometers, which capture differences in body position (e.g. sitting vs. lying vs. standing), as well as using a combination of information sources such as accelerometers, heart rate monitors, global positioning system technology and activity logs [@b93].

The systematic review performed both a qualitative and quantitative synthesis of all available literature allowing for trends across all studies regardless of outcome measurement to be assessed. The meta-analyses were limited to studies that reported on mean changes in min/d, but where possible, we converted the units to increase the number of studies included. Furthermore, authors of studies were contacted to request these mean differences. One of the greatest strengths of this systematic review is the acquisition of a large amount of unpublished data. All but two of the SB + PA studies were analysed using unpublished data. Without this, the examination of a combined SB and PA intervention could not have been performed.

A further limitation of this review is the small sample size available for the combined SB + PA and SB-only intervention studies. Very few intervention studies have been conducted to date to evaluate the efficacy of these types of interventions. Furthermore, almost all of the SB interventions have focused on reductions of office workplace sitting in middle-aged employees. This homogeneity limits their external validity to other populations and settings and limits the direct comparison with PA and PA + SB interventions in other settings. Future research is needed to establish whether the clinically meaningful reductions in sedentary time observed would be found in interventions focusing on other settings, domains and segments of the adult population (e.g. TV viewing in the home among seniors). While the direct comparisons are somewhat limited, the consistent trend in reductions of sedentary time underscores the need for considerable focus on specific targeted behaviours and interventions that take into account the limiting factors in the environment.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, this review provides a comprehensive and objective summary of the efficacy of PA- and/or SB-focused interventions to reduce time spent being sedentary among adults. The results have important implications for the design of future interventions where the reduction of SBs is a consideration. Current evidence supports that clinically meaningful reductions in sedentary time can be produced in interventions with some degree of focus on reducing SBs, but that interventions that focus solely on SBs result in much greater reductions. Future studies are needed to test whether SB interventions among other settings and populations would garner similar results. From a public health perspective, this has significant importance given the historical reliance on PA- and diet-targeted interventions for reducing health risks, which may not elicit clinically meaningful changes in SBs. Given that it is likely easier for the majority of individuals to reallocate sedentary time to light intensity PA, and that beneficial gains in metabolic health can be obtained from this reallocation, reducing SBs in addition to increasing MVPA is an important public health message. Interventions that place increased focus on SBs are likely to have a larger impact on reducing these behaviours. Future interventions would benefit from concurrently testing the degree of focus on SBs that is needed to elicit these important reductions.
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